F. M. EUGENE BLASS
BIOLOGIST AND OXIDATION SPECIALIST
FOUNDER: E. AM. ASS’N FOR OXYGEN-THERAPY

Nov. 5th 1930.

To the
Honorable Chief Justice
of the U.S.A. Supreme Court
W A S H I N G T O N, D.C.

Personal.
Registered.
Rec. requ.

Sir:I believe in true Justice and the constitutional laws of the land, and write this personal
letter to you, because it is my opinion that your office, created for the protection of the interest of
the broad masses, is most interested in stopping the FRAUD maintained for so many years by the
A.M.A., their branches and Allies.
If any private or business man or concern would conduct such true fraudulent humbug as
the A.M.A., the worst trust against the interest of the masses in existence, steadily does and has
done, their activities would have been blocked by the various Courts or by the order of the
Public, but evidently no one of the Public officials, judges, etc. attempts to stop these humbugers
or protect their victims and the public in general against their falsehood and intrigues.
People are tortured, poisoned, killed by the members of this trust or trade union, but no
true umpire court has ever investigated them. They go on unmolested. Their claims,
advertizements and fake advertizements in newspapers and magazines paid for by their allies,
who can thru them fake the public, is nothing but FRAUD. And seeing steadily here in and
around New York, how the allopaths, health boards, and allied associations can go on defrauding
the public, I wrote October 20th 1930 a registered letter, with return receipt, to the child of the
Trust (the A.M.A.), known as the “American Society for the Control of CANCER.” Its contents
should interest every health, truth, facts and progress loving man, and should especially interest
YOU as the head of the Department of JUSTICE of our FREE, but by the slaveholding trust, the
A.M.A. controlled country.
The falsehood of the reply which I received yesterday of the Society for the Control of
Cancer, dated Nov. 3th 1930. certainly proves the in-sincerity, the falsehood and defrauding
spirit of said association, and if I had the money, I would use it to obtain an INJUNCTION
against them.
Since I do not have the necessary money to fight this by political intrigue and lobbyists
well fortified, financial strong, Trade union, whose entire attitude solely is directed to keep the
public dumb and sick, as slaves, but the CRIMINAL LAWS of our free Country, give me a right
to DEMAND that action is taken by the Public Courts, I herewith kindly ask you, to
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order an injunction immediately thru which the fraudulent claims, advertizing in
Newspapers, magazines, Posters, etc. and also the fake advertisements in so-called
question and answer Departments of Newspaper and Magazines of the A.M.A. and
their allies is stopped, until a proper truly UMPIRE public (not allopathic)
investigation is carried through.”

Please let me have your candid opinion in this matter as soon as possible.
Respectfully yours,
F.M. Eugene Blass

